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Now that you’ve warped your loom, it’s time to start weaving! Watch the
week two introduction video here.

Accessing The Bead Pattern:
Log in to Beadographer

Click “Menu” (upper left)
Click “My Projects”
Click “Load from code” (top center button)
Enter project key: W7CNBC

You can then view the pattern on Beadographer and export to a .PDF by
going to “Export” in the menu.

Select: Title, Subtitle, Project image, Bead list, and Word charts

Choose Options: Starting bead bottom left, beading direction horizontal

And then click “Create PDF” at the bottom of the page. (Ignore the
message that says, “Canvas has empty beads. Consider trimming the
canvas before exporting.”)

You can then view the .PDF on your device or print it.

You can also download the .PDF directly from our website here.

How to Read a Bead Pattern:
There are three main parts of a bead pattern: the Bead List, the Pattern
Diagram and the Word Chart. The Bead List lists the beads you are using
and shows the color the bead is listed as in the pattern and the symbol
used in the word chart (A, B, C, D, etc.)

https://youtu.be/7wldOmfysuE
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2375/8991/files/TheMeredithNecklacePattern.pdf?v=1647015825


The Pattern Diagram is a chart showing where each bead is placed. For
this pattern there are 11 beads shown horizontally and 600 shown
vertically.

The Word Chart shows each row in symbols with the number of each bead
color in that row.

Note that you will read the pattern and word chart from the bottom up since
we will be weaving from the bottom up.

You can either follow the pattern, the word chart or a mix of both! Some
people highlight their word charts as they weave so they know where they
are. (This is important to keep track of!)

Weaving
If you’ve never woven beads on a loom before, before we begin check out
this video we made on how to do it. It’s actually very simple:

1. Pick up with your threaded needle one fewer bead than the number of
warp threads you have. (Note: This is if you are weaving beads all the way
across your piece.)

2. Place your beads BEHIND and BETWEEN your warp threads.

3. Sew through the beads ON TOP of your warp threads, securing them to
the warp.

4. Repeat!

https://youtu.be/aHBNmRxPXPA


Let’s get started:

Cut a six-foot length of beading thread and thread it into your beading
needle. Loosely tie the end of the thread to the left threaded side bar of
your loom leaving a two foot long tail. You will begin weaving with the tail
(which you will use to weave the decreasing rows to the point that begins
the piece).

This piece begins with a point, not a straight line, and increases to eleven
beads after five passes. It is easier to decrease when beading so we are
going to begin weaving with the first full row (row 433 in your bead pattern)
and then use the tail to weave down to the point.

Start weaving about an inch above the top of the bottom beam.

Pick up the first full row of beads (row 433 in your bead pattern: 1J, 1B, 1C,
1H, 1J, 1E, 1J, 1H, 1C, 1B, 1J) with your needle and place them behind



and in between the warp threads as described above. Sew through the top
of the beads to attach them to the warp.



Tie the end that was tied around the threaded rod and the other end of your
thread together.

Thread your needle with the tail of your thread as you will be weaving down
to the point with it.

Sew through the first bead on the left side of the piece.



Take your thread to the back by sticking your needle between the first and
second warp threads and pick up the next row of beads below (row 434.)
Place those beads behind and in between the warp threads and sew
through the tops of them. You have decreased one warp on the left. Since
you are only using 9 beads, you are decreasing one warp on the right as
well.

Next, take the working thread behind the warp and make a loop around the
second warp thread from the left.



In order to decrease one bead, sew through the first bead in the row you
just wove. The loop you made around the warp thread will prevent the bead
from being unwoven.

Pick up seven beads (row 435.)

Take your needle to the back of the loom so that your first bead will start
between the third and fourth warps on the left, once again decreasing by
one warp. With your beads behind the warp, take the needle to warp nine
and sew back through the beads. You have decreased your piece by one
bead on each side.

Repeat for two more rows, decreasing one bead on each side, until you get
to the point. Remember that on the left you need to make a loop around the
warp thread otherwise you will end up unweaving the beads. Once you’ve
woven through the final point bead, just let your thread rest.



Next, you will start weaving up. Pick up the next row of beads (row seven)
with the original thread and place them in between and behind the warp
threads. Sew back through the tops of the beads. Continue following the
pattern.up.





Replacing Your Thread
At some point your thread will be too short to work with. I find that once I
can no longer reach my beads with the needle that I need to replace the
thread. To end the thread: Make a loop around the left warp with your
thread. This will both anchor the thread but also prevent you from
unweaving it.



Take your needle through the bottom row coming out of an interior bead.

Make a knot around the warp next to the bead your thread came out from.

Pull your needle through the rest of the row. You can trim the tail later.



To start a new thread, sew through the second to last row.



Make a loop around the right warp thread to secure it. If you don’t make
this loop you will unweave that row.

Sew through the top row. Remember that this new thread needs to emerge
from the left.



You can trim the thread that is emerging from the side of your piece as you
go or wait to the end to trim all of them at once.



Once your new thread is started, you are ready to continue weaving the
pattern.



Mistakes
There are a few mistakes one typically makes. The first one is to not sew
through a bead correctly so that the bead is not actually attached to the
warp. If you discover this well past where you are weaving, just cut a new
piece of thread and sew it through the row below, tying a knot around a
warp thread. Then head up to the row was the recalcitrant bead and sew
through that row, making sure you capture that bead.

Another mistake is to misread the pattern or you’ve picked up the wrong
bead. In this pattern the two golds (shinny and matt finish) look similar in
the pattern. Fortunately, the letters help you see which is which. But let’s
say you start using the shiny gold and it should have been the matte finish
gold, it doesn’t matter as long as it is symmetrical. I am not saying go it on
your own. I am just saying that if it looks good and you used the wrong
bead, you don’t need to worry about it. Unweaving beads is not so much
fun so it should be avoided as much as possible. I am always afraid I might
clip a warp thread which would be an unmitigated disaster and which I have
done way too many times.

So how do you fix a broken warp thread? Yes, it is possible. Release the
tension on the loom and splice in a new piece of warp thread where the
break is. Tie surgeon knots (which is a square knot with one extra loop).
They are called a surgeon’s knots because surgeon’s use this knot since
they most likely do not like going back in to fix a stitch, I imagine this knot is
foolproof. It works well either under tension or not under tension and it does
not undo itself. Test to see that the warp you fixed is the same tension as
the other ones. Put tension on and once again make sure that thread is
under the same tension as the rest. Trim the tails and do your best to bury
the knots in your piece. Not ideal. But losing a bead piece you are working
on is not at all ideal!



Keep Weaving!
Follow your pattern to about row 215 this week. Next week, we’ll finish the
weaving portion! If you have more time this week, though, feel free to keep
weaving. You have all the tools you need to weave the entire piece.


